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Enformion equips civilian, government, and armed forces professionals with the tools and data they need to 
identify, locate, and investigate individuals and businesses quickly and with efficiency and cost-effectively.  

Enformion’s data-as-a-service platform streamlines investigative processes to make programs run more 
smoothly.  Our capabilities are marketed as pre-configured solutions for public sector vertical markets, as well 
as customizable and flexible approaches for unique requirements.  

Enformion for Credentialing (EFC). Public sector customers accurate identity verification and risk indications 
to make efficient identity and credentialing adjudicative decisions. 

EFC is designed to give government agencies the specialized data they need to more accurately verify 
individuals’ identity and risk indicators before making a final decision on issuing them credentials.  

As urgent as credentialing requirements usually are, investigating an individual’s background can take some 
time to complete.  In the past, such investigations required manual research and verifications to organize the 
relevant facts of the subject’s history to render a decision.  

Enformion accelerates credentialing investigations and makes your credentialing investigation move faster, 
and with accurate data, you can trust. Our data will help to expedite the verification process, as well 
as ensure authorized individuals’ expedient access.  

With EFC, you get access to Enformion’s comprehensive Premium People Search, with Identity Verification 
scoring and risk indicators data, including:  

• Current location / address data 

• Phone Numbers and Email Addresses 

• Also Known As (AKAs) 

• SSN and Date of Birth Verification 

• Risk Factors such as bankruptcies, liens, judgments, foreclosures, criminal records 

Available Data Access 

• Web platform for manual searches with seat pricing 

• PLUS, customized Batch Processing for high volume demands and API access services for integration 
with third-party applications 

  

ENFORMION CREDENTIALING (EFC) 

ENFORMION FRAUD AND CASE INVESTIGATIONS (EFCI) 
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Enformion for Civil Enforcement (EFCE) is designed for the needs of government agencies that investigate or 
adjudicate claims for entitlements, benefits, welfare programs, or environmental regulations.    

Civil Investigations. Government subsidies, welfare, health, and other benefits programs are there to help 
those in need.  However, reducing fraud and waste is a critical part of maintaining program integrity.     

The data provided in EFCE is invaluable to those that deal with entitlement fraud and waste as it relates to 
social benefits, including:   

• Pension and Retirement • Health & Human Services 

• Healthcare Benefits • Unemployment Claims 

• Environmental Enforcement • Tax & Revenue 

• Provider Claims Fraud • Medicaid Dual Enrollment 

• Women, Infants, and Children Vendor 
Adjudication (WIC) 

• Pretrial Discovery 

EFCE can help identify incidents of fraud and waste more quickly with instant access to premium data than 
traditional modes of investigation. 

What’s Included 

• Current contact information 

• Address and Phone data 

• Known Relatives and Associates 

• Real Property Data / Ownership 

• Business Reports / Ownership 

• Risk factors such as bankruptcies, liens, judgments, foreclosures, criminal records 

Available Data Access 

• Web platform for manual searches with seat pricing 

• Customized Batch Processing for high volume demands and API access services for 
integration with third-party applications 

  

ENFORMION CIVIL ENFORCEMENT (EFCE) 
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Enformion for Justice (EFJ) provides government agencies with criminal justice and national security quick 
access to the investigative tools and resources they need to locate persons of interest and develop 
investigatory leads.  

The software, tools, and data bundled with the EFJ product can benefit users such as:   

• Departments of Justice • State Prosecutors 

• Tax Courts • State Police 

• Public Safety Offices • Correctional Institutions 

• Armed Services • Homeland Security 

• Private Sector Legal Defense • Emergency Management 

With the ease of use and instantaneous data retrieval, EFJ pinpoints a person’s contact information, last 
known residence, personal relationships, business entanglements, tangible assets, and contextual 
information found via social media search and data retrieval. 

What’s Included 

• Person of Interest Locator Data with current address and phone numbers 
• Address history up to 40 years 
• Known relatives and associates 

• Comprehensive Business Reports 

• Real-Time Arrest and Incarceration Search Packs 

• “Unbanked” Subprime Data Searches 

• Social Media Search and Reporting Packs 
• Bankruptcy, Liens, Judgment data 
• Foreclosures, evictions 
• Nationwide Criminal Records 

• Vehicle ownership and registration data 
• Property Ownership and details 

Available Data Access 

• Web platform for manual searches with seat pricing 

• Customized Batch Processing for high volume demands and API access services for 
integration with third-party applications 

  

ENFORMION FOR JUSTICE (EFJ) 
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How Enformion Assists Public Health Agencies with Contact Tracing 

Enformion Contact Tracing (ECT) is a pre-configured package offered within the Enformion platform. 
Enformion Contact Tracing provides an immediate starting point for public health and disaster relief workers 
to quickly identify a subject individual’s network of family, friends, neighbors, and work associates.   

With support for in-office researchers and field workers alike, our platform is compatible with all major 
desktop web browsers and mobile devices. 

Who Needs Enformion Contact Tracing 

When a victim presents with a highly contagious disease, such as COVID-19, public health workers must act 
quickly to identify the other individuals with whom the subject has been in recent contact. Beginning with 
friends and family members in the local area, and neighbors is critical to contact tracing. 

Enformion combines personal relationship information with our skip-tracing data to quickly reach those 
potentially affected individuals. 

What’s Included 

• Current Address / Location 

• Current Phone Numbers – mobile and landline 

• Known relatives and associates 

• Place of work information 

• Neighbor information 

 

Available Data Access 

• Web platform for manual searches with seat pricing 

• Customized Batch Processing for high volume demands and API access services for 
integration with third-party applications 

  

ENFORMION CONTACT TRACING (ECT) 
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The data provider industry for the public sector is becoming increasingly specialized.   To meet the needs of 
our customers, we have adapted to offer additional capabilities to meet unique mission requirements.  

End-User Support and Training 

Confi-Chek provides end-user training seminars at no cost as part of the Enformion on-boarding process.   
End-user support, such as search assistance and technical support, are provided at no charge to government 
customers.  

Search and Reporting Services  

Confi-Chek offers search and reporting of our Core Resources to our public sector customers on an unlimited 
basis at no additional cost.   Core Resources are defined as those capabilities that we provide for shared 
access by the majority of our customers.  

Some unique capabilities are also acquired from outside of the Enformion platform, on an as-consumed basis.   

Real-Time Arrest and Incarceration Search 

Enformion will search for the subject’s recent arrest, booking, and incarceration throughout approximately 
87% of US jurisdictions, in real-time.  The recency of available data will range from a few hours to one 
business day, dependant upon sourcing input lag.  

Predictive Business Financial Reporting 

Confi-Chek has partnered with a recognized expert in the business financial reporting market to provide 
integrated analytical reporting of the subject company’s economic outlook.   Publicly-traded and privately-
held company reports are available, with varying levels of information available.   Data such as import/export 
trade volume, quick ratios, average days to pay vendors, and other descriptors within the financial reporting 
suite are provided.  

Premium Social Media Search 

Enformion profiles include a basic social media profile summary, such as known usernames associated with 
the subject.    The Premium Social Media Search conducts an exhaustive search of the subject throughout 
social media and the broader Internet and rendering the results as a report with thumbnail images of each 
page with a hyperlink to the source.   Telephone numbers, family members, and business references, such as 
Social Media reviews (Yelp) of a business owned, are commonly included or can be searched separately using 
criteria such as the published business phone number.  

License Plate Reader Search 

License Plate Reader reporting (LPR) conducts a search of the license plate reader camera databases for time, 
date, and place a provided license plate number has been seen.  

Premium Deceased Search 

Enformion’s online portal includes public-record deceased statuses for individuals with a date of death 
provided.   These records are found on the Social Security Death Master File.  

Enformion can also provide a premium capability to interested parties with a permissable use under HIPAA to 
obtain.   These records are sourced from entities such as mortuaries, funeral financing, cemetery records, 
coroners and obituaries.   Records are provided with a confidence scoring level, defined by the source record.  

SUPPORTING SERVICES 
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Customers with interest in this data include examples such as public pension funds, armed forces, and law 
enforcement agents that investigate healthcare fraud.  

Continuous Monitoring 

All Enformion profile data elements can be subscribed to continuously for future updated information, such 
as a newly-activated mobile phone or a new address reported.  

Separately, the same capability can be used to watch for a recent arrest or incarceration of the subject, for 
the same [separate] fee.  

Custom Database Connections 

On a case by case basis, Confi-Chek may consider the inclusion of a customized data source at the customer’s 
request.  An example would be a listing of concealed carried weapon (CCW) holders in the agency’s 
jurisdiction.  

API and File Drop Services 

Most of Enformion’s data assets can be exported via API web services or as a downloadable file drop for use 
in third-party software applications, such as case management systems.   

To provision, the customer is provided security credentials in the form of encryption keys, and request 
templates are provided for use.  

These features are only sold in connection with web seat subscriptions. They are commonly included as a 
pricing incentive for several use cases, such as tax and revenue or court fee collections.  
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